
 
 
 

Formative feedback 
 

 
Overall Comments (GH notes) 
 
A good piece of work with some very interesting images. 
The size of the prints is working well, the white border (but see proviso on different 
camera formats below) > it has a work in progress feel and that seems appropriate. 
 
Installation plans and other formats 
We discuss installation plans as detailed in the assignment submission. 

- pasted on the wall or stuck on magnets as possible forms of presentation 
 

What other format can you see for this? 

- I had thought and mentioned a book format, but one that contains the 
mutability and variability of themes, one possibility would be a book 
consisting of origami folds (opening out to an A2 size sheet when 
unfolded), i.e. a non-linear book format. 

-  
AP for Jesse: to look up reference of female photographer who photographed strangers 
looking like her father. The book contains a variety of different folds, folding out in 
interesting ways. 
 
Mariela Sancari - Moises 
 
A box, a format which the viewer handles, unfolds: yes, but make sure it doesn’t appear 
too precious and that the preciousness would stop people from engaging with it. 
So: the question to consider is: How is an audience going to engage with the work? 
 
Could also think about small prints / post card size? Bit too simple perhaps? But would of 
course allow the viewer to shuffle themselves and assemble narrative. 
 
Different camera format and what follows from them mixing 
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Two quite distinct formats (medium format, 6x6) and digital phone camera (in different 
aspect ratios) mix. The dust on the negatives (which are so far not cleaned and only 
minimally processed) seems to suit the project. The difficulty to reconcile the formats is 
perhaps not so visible at the small scale but needs consideration: e.g. would one be full 
bleed, have some folds? 
What about size and scale (I mention how I had initially printed the MF images as full-
bleed but then did another print to have a white border for them also but that means 
depending on the orientation to the others, the sizing is still somewhat different).  
For a book format, this could mean: looking at it one way, you would only see the film 
images, in the other way only the digital ones. 
 
Have just got Michal Iwanowski’s book Clear of People. Uses some images full bleed 
and some smaller. Good piece of work – worth looking at.. 
 
Image selection 
I say that I feel that I have the vast majority of the images there already, it would be 
mainly a matter of editing. 
We briefly talk about individual images, e.g. the panorama of the street with the woman 
in the pink jacket as working very well. 
The advise is to strip back the repetition of feet and shadows a little bit so that it is not 
quite as strong as it currently is. 
The level of abstraction works for the images (even though it is usually not something 
Jesse would be not drawn to). 
 
We spent the rest of time of the tutorial on discussing the subject matter and how it is 
being written about, contextualised, presented: 
 
Artist statement 

- for a book a slightly longer statement or introduction works; but for a 
gallery installation it would need to be shorter. So I will need to produce 
different edits for different purposes. 

How can it work publicly and what is to be talked about publicly? [I had send Jesse an 
explanatory note on the origin of the work which I have not yet made public] 

- people are respectful 
- a steer away from dropping hints but not revealing 
- get clear with yourself where the line is of what you will say and say it 

straightforwardly; no more, no less 
For a gallery statement, something of 3 very short paragraphs of 2-sentences each 
Avoid anything that reviews the work: that is the role of the reviewer (and the last 
sentence of the draft statement is in danger of doing precisely that; it is okay to 
present an analysis for the log but not as such for the statement 
 

We talk for a bit about me being interested in theory fiction writing (e.g. akin to Chris 
Kraus’ work, the best known being I love Dick), but I am unsure if it will work and what 
the relationship between the writing the visual work will be. The advice is clear: try it out 
and see if it works; there is no point in doing it for the sake of it. 
The images are very visual and ambiguous. There could be a danger of text adding too 
much ambiguity. 
 
Role of Digital Identities in the project 



Advice: state the origins and trajectory of the work; point to what resonates but also be 
careful not to construct arguments when they aren’t that strong. It will not matter too 
much for the actual success or failure of the work. 
Would it work as an app?  
AP: Gesa to contact Anna Goodchild to see if she developed her one assignment further 
into an app as she had discussed in autumn. 
 
See Jason Evan’s book / app NYLPT 
 
AP: for Jesse to suggest a few more artists and relevant photobook projects for 
presentation. 
 
Look at Leonie Hampton’s In the Shadow of things 
http://www.leoniehampton.com/home/ 
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